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Overview 

MaNGA is the newest survey component of the 

Sloan Digital Sky Survey, which aims to 

understand the “life history” of present day 

galaxies from imprinted clues of their birth and 

assembly, through their ongoing growth via star 

formation and merging, to their death from 

quenching at late times. 

Goal: mapping the detailed composition and 

kinematic structure of 10000 nearby galaxies from 

2014 to 2020 
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Sample selection 

Basic goal 

 



Sample selection 

absolute-magnitude-dependent redshift limits:  

    lower redshift: angular sizes of galaxies in the sky 

can fit within our largest IFUs(higher for  more 

luminous galaxies 

    upper redshift: equal number density of galaxies 

in the sky for different absolute magnitudes(wider 

towards more luminous galaxies) 

No size or inclination cuts 

 



Sample selection 

All the main target galaxies are selected using the 

reprocessed NSA (NASA-Sloan Atlas) photometry. 

main sample 

Primary sample: 63%, radial coverage to 1.5 Re 

Secondary sample:37%, radial coverage to 2.5 Re 

 

 



Sample selection 

MaNGA Ancillary Targets 

    designed to accomplish additional scientific goals 

to those of the main MaNGA samples. Some of 

samples do not selected from NSA. 



Strategy and assignment 



Strategy and assignment 

Dithered exposure 

 



Strategy and assignment 

Footprint 

600 of 1800 tiles could be observed in six years, 

166 plates have been released in DR14 which 

exclude all-sky plates and standard star plates. 

 

 



Strategy and assignment 

Footprint 

 

 



Data access 

MaNGA Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP) 

    Raw data(2-D images) →1423 one-dimensional 

spectra(one for each MaNGA fiber)→ RSS→CUBE 

 Row Stacked Spectra (RSS) 

    A two-dimensional data array containing the 

calibrated spectra measured by individual MaNGA 

IFU fibers. 

3-D data cube(CUBE) 

    A three-dimensional data array containing 

calibrated MaNGA imaging spectra for a single 

galaxy. 



Data access 

RSS 
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CUBE 

 



Data access 

Raw data, intermediate DRP output files, end-

stage data(RSS,CUBE), mangatarget summary 

table，drpall summary table. 

SAS: https://data.sdss.org/sas/ 

SkyServer：   

http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr14/en/home.aspx 

CasJobs：http://skyserver.sdss.org/casjobs/ 



FAQ 

Where can I find general information about the 

MaNGA sample? 

Drpall summary table 

Will my favourite galaxy be observed by MaNGA 

for a future data release? 

Target summary table 

How can I identify and select galaxies or standard 

star targets? 

Bitmasks:MANGA_TARGET1, 2, 3 

http://www.sdss.org/dr14/algorithms/bitmasks/#MA

NGA_TARGET1 

 



FAQ 

How do I check the data quality of my MaNGA 

cube? 

Bitmask: MANGA_DRP3QUAL  

More questions： 

http://www.sdss.org/dr14/manga/manga-

tutorials/manga-faq/ 

Tutorials： 

http://www.sdss.org/dr14/manga/manga-tutorials/   

 



What can we do with MaNGA? 

Birth and assembly 

Star formation and merging 

Quenching 

 



What can we do with MaNGA? 

29 papers from arXiv.org 

Chemical, Kinematic, Relations, Environment 

dependence 

Stellar Mass assembly history 

Star formation history 

Stellar initial mass function 

Stellar population gradients 

 



What can we do with MaNGA? 

How? 

Properties such as magnitude and redshift: drpall 

summary table, target summary table 

Spatial resolved spectrum: RSS, CUBE 

Modeling the Panchromatic Spectral Energy 

Distributions of Galaxies 

 


